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The Facilities team at Lancaster University have won the  
Association of University Directors and Estates (AUDE)  
‘Facilities/ Estates Team of the Year’ Award.

The inaugural Higher Education Estates and Facilities Awards 
highlight and celebrate the exceptional achievements of universities 
and those who work in them and make a significant contribution to 
enhancing excellence, ensuring university estates provide best value 
to support the institutional mission and promote professionalism,  
efficiency and effectiveness.

The Facilities team consists of over 600 staff, the majority are from 
the local area and deliver the following services on campus for the 
students and the local community; Sports Centre, Pre-School,  
Lancaster Conferences, guest rooms, bars, cafes and restaurants, 
Design, Print and Photography, maintenance and infrastructure,  
cleaning, refurbishments and new building projects, energy and  
carbon reduction and security.

The entry summarised how the team is striving to meet and exceed 
expectations by placing people and customer service at the heart of 
improving performance by being MAD – Making a Difference.

The key areas the team have prioritised included: a culture that 
focuses on values and behaviour, creating an environment that  
fosters success and pride with the desire to make things happen by 
team working; getting closer to their “customers”, understanding their 
priorities and challenges, developing and nurturing relationships for 
better collaboration and increased satisfaction; improving  

communications and accessibility, simplifying their systems and  
processes.

The team also developed an innovative training programme to 
reach out to staff at all levels, recognising that people have different 
attitudes and respond in a number of ways. A bespoke training  
programme developed by BIFM – British Institute of Facilities  
Management, delivered by Anne Lennox-Martin, an inspirational  
tutor, was rolled out to all managers, supervisors and customer  
service champions.

The judges commented that the Lancaster team has “a very  
comprehensive approach doing lots of things well, a focus on student 
experience, values and behaviour. The Making a Difference (MAD) 
scheme is an exemplar that is now being rolled out across  
Professional Services.”

The award win comes following a string of recent successes for 
Facilities including the Green Gown Carbon Reduction award for the 
2nd year running, the Green Flag award for campus grounds for the 
3rd year running, Best Halls for the 5th year running and two Gold 
Food for Life awards.

Mark Swindlehurst, Director of Facilities said: “Winning this award 
is a fantastic achievement and testimony to the efforts of everyone 
in the Facilities Team at Lancaster University. We are really proud of 
our entire team here at Lancaster and delighted that our efforts have 
been recognised by AUDE at a national level.”

lancaster University Facilities Win national ‘Team of the year’ Award

Portakabin Hire, the UK’s leading supplier of interim building 
solutions, has delivered 345 disaster recovery projects to date, 
helping organisations across the UK to get up and running 

again as quickly as possible after major incidents such as flooding, 
fire and the discovery of asbestos.

“It is really important that all organisations – from schools to  
businesses and regardless of size, can be fully operational as fast as  
possible to minimise the impact of a major incident”, said Robert 
Snook, Director and General Manager of Portakabin Hire.

“Our local hire teams around the country have a wealth of  
knowledge in disaster recovery and work closely with a number of 
major insurers to help ensure disruption is kept to an absolute  
minimum. We have a fleet of modules held in stock across the UK 
which allows us to supply emergency accommodation within hours.  
Speed of response in an emergency situation is absolutely critical.” 

With over 50 locations from Inverness to Plymouth, Portakabin has 
the largest hire centre network in the UK and so is ideally placed to 
provide advice and emergency accommodation to businesses, public 
sector organisations and schools nationwide.

Should a building become unusable, for example after flooding or 

other urgent situations such as fire, power failure or the discovery of 
asbestos, Portakabin Hire can assist with a number of options:

Single modular buildings can be rapidly delivered to an  
organisation’s site, often within 24 hours, from its national hire 
fleet of modules. This allows core operations to be working 
again very quickly.
A bespoke, longer-term accommodation solution can then be 
prepared to an organisation’s exact specifications if the existing 
building has been so severely damaged that it will be out of use 
for a number of months.
An agreed set of fully furnished buildings can be prepared and 
stored for delivery to site in a matter of hours in the event of a 
crisis situation, as part of a contingency plan.

The Portakabin Hire team can help with:
Generators for emergency power
Furniture
Connections to waste tanks if it is not possible to connect the 
interim facilities to mains services
Security and alarm systems which can be an important  
requirement if interim accommodation has to be located outside 
the customer’s site
Access ramps
Patching data communications into the organisation’s main 
network
Foundations for interim buildings.

Portakabin Hire also sets out a number of important commitments 
in its ground breaking customer charter. These include:

Meeting the most challenging timescales – 80 per cent of  
Portakabin buildings for hire will be delivered within 14 days 
and some within just 24 hours
Providing cost certainty – accurate project quotations with no 
hidden cost variations
Visiting every customer within 24 hours of initial contact
Providing a 24-hour service, seven days a week
Delivering every project on time and on budget.

For further information about interim modular buildings for  
emergency applications, visit www.portanews.co.uk, email  
information@portakabin.co.uk or call 0845 401 0010.
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300 DIsAsTeR ReCOVeRY PROJeCTs
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The Social Informal Learning Spaces (SILS) at University of 
Brighton have been honoured with The AUDE University Impact 
Initiative of the Year Award. The SILS project at Brighton  

University was the stand out initiative that had the most positive  
impact on its University and students. The annual AUDE Awards,  
held this year at the University of Stirling, aim to highlight and  
celebrate the exceptional achievements of universities and those  
who work within them.

The University of Brighton impressed the judges with their  
innovative SILS project. SILS was primarily developed around  
research and the realisation that the role of the University is  
changing and therefore needed to provide a different experience  
for the student. Brighton responded to this brief by designing their 
social informal and learning spaces to look natural and crop out  
of nowhere, making students comfortable and at ease with their  
surroundings.    

This award not only recognises the space for which the award was 
granted but honours the team that developed it. The two graduates 
appointed to oversee the SILS initiative, Tom Munson and Carly West, 
were given the freedom and autonomy needed to engage with the 
student community effectively. Being recent graduates created an 
immediate empathy with the student body and built the trust and 
respect needed to provide the best possible spaces to learn and 
socialise.  

Mike Clark, Director of Estate & Facilities Management at  
University of Brighton says: “The SILS project has demonstrated that 
empowering staff at a relatively junior level can bring significant and 
demonstrable benefits to the University. Tom and Carly were  
instrumental in the inception, development and implementation of 
the project and were invited to speak at a major conference on  
learning environments in 2013. The exceptional performance of the 
team was also recognised by the University of Brighton.”

SILS at Brighton University have also benefited other University 
campuses as a shining example of social learning space. Other  
Universities have heard about the SLIS project through word of 
mouth, consultants working on other places at the University and 
through feedback shared with them. Over 100 industry professionals 
benefited from a presentation Tom and Carly were invited to give at 
the Design & Management of Learning Environments conference in 
June 2013. They both gave an assured assessment of the project.

The University of Brighton is located on three sites within Brighton, 
two sites in Eastbourne and one site in Hastings. This geographical 
spread could be unique for a single University in the UK and presents 
challenges which one location Universities won’t encounter. The SILS 
model works as a mechanism by which the Universities resources can 
be effectively applied across the various estates to the benefit of all 
students.  

The AUDE Awards are the inaugural Higher Education Estates and 
Facilities Awards, designed to encourage excellence in the Higher 
Education estates facilities sector. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.aude.ac.uk/home/

Social informal learning 
Spaces (SilS) at  
University of Brighton, 
winner of The AUDe 
University impact  
initiative of the year 
Award
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Global organisations back the launch of Britain’s first  
National water benchmarking scheme at world-renowned 
Pinewood Studios, giving it “00” status!

AquaMark is a multi-million pound grant scheme managed 
by consultants ADSM and is free to join for all UK participating 
organisations. The National project will fund a range of services so 
that sophisticated benchmarks can be derived for over 500 different 
building classifications, allowing commercial users to reduce water 
usage by an average of 30%. The project is the first of its kind and is 
set to put Britain at the forefront of global water benchmarking.

Patrick McCart, ADSM Founder and Director, commented: “Right 
now there exists a real opportunity for UK organisations, both large 
and small, to participate in this ground-breaking research project. 

Britain is set to become the global advisor on sustainable water 
supplies for commercial users. The recent events experienced in 
California and São Paulo, have highlighted how essential it is that 
businesses and organisations are supported with all the necessary 
tools to combat water scarcity.”

The successful launch took place at ADSM’s Media offices in  
Pinewood studios and was supported by over 100 blue chip and 
public sector organisations. 

The project has received strong backing from the water industry, 
regulators OFWAT, The Environment Agency, and leading research 
experts BRE, BSRIA and the University of Oxford.

For further information about joining the scheme contact  
AquaMark@adsm.com

BRITAIn LeADs GLOBAL wATeR InITIATIVe
AquaMark Launches at Pinewood Studios

Research from Verint® Systems Inc. (NASDAQ: VRNT) today  
revealed that just 25 percent of local authorities in the United 
Kingdom currently offer more than half of their core services 

online, with 37 percent providing less than a quarter. The study  
conducted amongst more than 90 public sector councils across the 
UK paints a stark picture of the progress of digital transformation in 
the sector, according to the research titled “Customer Service Delivery 
in Local Government” commissioned by Verint in association with  
Ingenium, a UK based public sector marketing and research  
company. 

In fact, the study reveals that momentum is struggling to gather 
pace, despite 36 percent of respondents expecting up to 99 percent 
of services to be online within two years. Many may find these targets 
challenging to achieve without the right strategy and tools in place 
when selecting which services to deliver digitally. For the  
organisations that make this transition, however, there can be key 
benefits in terms of the ability to more effectively drive revenue and 
autonomy to today’s increasingly digitally-led communities.

Avoiding Digital Exclusion in the Local Community
“While many may now strive to deploy an all-encompassing digital 

strategy, targets must be set and expectations carefully managed,” 
comments David Moody, Vice President and Global Leader,  
Government and Public Sector, Verint Enterprise Intelligence  
Solutions™. “For example, this can entail looking at your customer 
base and deciding if a totally digital approach is really going to be 
appropriate. Serving up to 99 percent of processes online would 
be unsuitable for those who don’t have access to the web, and our 
research found that at least 10 percent fall into this category.”

“Services must be tailored to suit the needs of the community and 
the specific circumstances of the exchange,” explains Moody. “For 
instance, when dealing with more sensitive enquiries, such as those 
around disability and law enforcement, face-to-face or over the 
phone interactions should be the go-to channels. The right tools must 
underpin new digital infrastructure along with pre-existing channels, 
but many councils and public sector organisations lack the right 
digital technologies and resources. To help address such deficiencies, 
they must plan and carefully decide when digital channels will be 
most appropriate for a select number of services. If they don’t adhere 
to this, they may not realise the full benefits of digital.”

Key Priorities for a Digital Approach
The research also revealed that less than 25 percent of services 

are currently online, but many are moving towards a more digital 
approach with almost two thirds of respondents evaluating suitability 
of services to go online within the next two years. However, less than 
15 percent are using direct customer feedback as part of the  
decision process, while 20 percent are basing their decisions on 
which services are easiest to place online.

“When deciding which processes to move online, it’s essential to 
prioritise the ones that can help improve the customer experience 
and reduce operational costs, such as those which rely heavily on 
contact centre time and staff resource,” Moody adds. “It’s no good 
simply focusing on the services that are easiest to put online. Instead, 
organisations need to put themselves in the shoes of the customer 
and listen to feedback to make better informed decisions.

Further, according to the research, live chat and mobile access 
will be the solutions prioritised this year, with 42 percent planning to 
implement chat functionality in real-time and 47.5 percent planning 
to roll-out customer mobile access. Elsewhere, 29 percent forecast 
increased social media transactions across Facebook and Twitter, and 
more than 30 percent are planning to deploy a knowledge  
management service. A key priority should also be facilitating a  
360-degree view of customers, enabling front- and back-office  
employees to easily view all the necessary information about a  
citizen to empower the user and improve service. In fact, the research  
revealed that almost 95 percent of respondents agree, and perceive 
a 360-degree view of customers essential to their digital strategy.  
Yet for that group, just 10 percent have the tools in place to  
realistically achieve that objective.

Moody concludes, “In this digital age, it’s encouraging to see 
some striving to adopt a more ‘digital first’ approach, but there’s still 
a long way to go. Authorities’ underlying infrastructures will play a 
pivotal role and should be the first consideration in this type of  
initiative. While focus must be on digital, it’s neither beneficial nor 
realistic to move most or all service online. Successful digital  
strategies recognise the need to support customers through the  
provision of multiple channels, including chat, email, voice and  
human interaction.” Learn more at www.verint.com 

research reveals long road Ahead to Digital 
Transformation for local Authorities

Just One in Four Local Authorities in the UK Offer More than 50 Percent of Services Online
Less than 25 percent of services are online, yet only 15 percent consult customer feedback to prioritise which should be
But. 88 percent feel it’s important or very important to use social media to improve service delivery
70 percent are not able to provide a 360-degree view of the customer, but 95 percent cite this as a desirable attribute

•
•
•
•
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The Government continues to be driving the industry’s adoption 
of Building Information Modelling (BIM) according to this year’s 
NBS National BIM Survey.

This is the fifth year that the survey has been published, tracking 
attitudes to and adoption of BIM; the collaborative process of  
working that is at the heart of the Government’s drive to reduce 
costs, time and carbon emissions and position the UK construction 
industry as a global leader against a backdrop of rapid international 
growth.

More than 80% of respondents to this year’s survey believe that 
BIM in some form will be compulsory on public sector projects and 
70% feel that the Government will mandate BIM in the way specified 
in the construction strategy document, namely 3D collaborative BIM, 
also known as ‘Level 2’.

Encouragingly for the Government and its UK BIM Task Group, 
the majority believe that it is “on the right track” with BIM, but only 
a quarter believe that the UK is a world leader, with a further 45% 
ambivalent.

With regards to the specific targets, a majority of those surveyed 
believe that BIM will help reduce both costs and time, whilst 41% see 
it as a tool to aid a reduction in carbon emissions.

David Philp, the Head of BIM for the UK BIM Task Group  
commented: “The survey results are hugely encouraging for all of us 
at the UK BIM Task Group. It’s immensely heartening to know that a 
majority of the industry feels that the Government is on the right track 
with BIM.

“A digitised and integrated built environment is the future of our 
industry and increasing numbers of people are recognising this. We 
must continue to make it clear that BIM, and associated technologies 
that enable and support collaborative working, are of benefit to 
everyone, not just to central Government. We’re very optimistic that 
the industry itself is in a great position to carry BIM forward towards a 
Digital Built Britain.”

Awareness of BIM remains almost universal at 95% and the same 
proportion envisaging usage within five years. Figures regarding 
adoption are more complicated with a slight fall - from 54% to 48% 
- being recorded. One possible reason for this is that adoption is 
simply following the standard lifecycle, awaiting the ‘Late Majority’ 
to follow on from the Early Adopters, the Innovators and the Early 
Majority.

Cost and lack of expertise and training remain major barriers to 
BIM adoption, and, as the economy improves and workloads pick 

up, around half of those 
surveyed cite a lack of time 
to get up to speed.

Perhaps most interestingly, 
almost two-thirds (63%) of 
participants said that lack of 
client demand is the main 
reason for not adopting BIM. 
This raises the question of 
how something that is  
mandated by central 
Government and is likely to 
spread quickly throughout 
the public sector can  
penetrate the consciousness 
of private sector clients.

A significant minority 
(43%) claim that the projects 
they work on are too small, 
suggesting a continuing belief that BIM is for large scale projects.

The benefits of BIM are, however, clear to those who have  
adopted. Fifty nine percent see cost efficiencies, 56% an improvement 
in client outcomes, 51% an increase in the speed of delivery and 48% 
an increase in profitability. According to those who have adopted 
BIM, there is, in fact, a real and growing market for it and a belief 
that clients and contractors will increasingly insist on it.

This makes for a strong endorsement of BIM from the community 
of users; a more efficient and more profitable way of working that 
better meets the demands of a growing market. Predictably, the 
non-users are uniformly less positive what they expect to achieve. 
The questions for the future is how quickly – or indeed whether - this 
group will embrace BIM.

Commenting on this year’s survey Adrian Malleson, Head of 
Research, Analysis & Forecasting at NBS, said: “This has been one 
of the more interesting sets of findings of our National BIM survey. 
Previously we have seen year on year growth in adoption, but this 
year, shortly before the Government mandate comes into force, we 
see a pause in BIM adoption.

There remains a significant number of practices that do not see 
the advantages of BIM and chose not to adopt and others that are 
currently unable to adopt BIM, because of time, cost, or expertise. 
However, the direction of travel remains clear – BIM will increasingly 

become the norm for the design and  
maintenance of buildings, and its widespread 
use is central to achieving the Government’s  
construction strategy.

“There is more going on here than an  
adoption of a particular set of technologies, 
standards and working practices to support an 
improved process for construction. Data  
collection, aggregation, and interrogation, 
through collaborative working, is driving  
fundamental changes in how people work, 
across all sectors. It allows rapid learning, and 
increasingly sophisticated ways to form, test, and 
act upon evidence based hypothesis. The  
construction industry is no exception to this. 
Younger generations are attuned to this, and 
perhaps it is they who will see the BIM reach its 
full potential.”    www.theNBS.com  

nBs nATIOnAL BIM suRVeY 
sHOws InDusTRY suPPORT fOR 
GOVeRnMenT’s APPROACH TO BIM
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Sodexo, the world’s largest services provider, in partnership  
with its client, Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust,  
has won the Waste Management Award at the NHS  

Sustainability Awards.
The Trust and Sodexo teams received the award at a ceremony 

in London on the 17 April. The prize was awarded for a food waste 
project which achieved exceptional savings in waste volume and 
costs and a massive uplift in recycling rates.

The teams at CMFT created a separate food waste stream by  
arranging caddies for food collection in all wards and training all 

staff on the new process. This helped 
dramatically improved the Trust’s 
ability to recycle waste. Working 
with waste experts WRAP, the team 
then went on to tackle the 12.5 
tonnes of food waste produced 
each month, by reducing serving 
sizes where appropriate,  
changing cooking methods  
and profiling portion sizes to 
patient groups.

As a result of these changes 

overall recycling rates went from 25% to 95%. Additionally, 1080 
tonnes of waste per year has been diverted from landfill with an 
overall reduction of 40% in food waste volume. This has generated 
a financial saving of more than £17,000 a year from the food waste 
stream alone.

Claire Igoe, Sustainability and Energy Manager at Central  
Manchester NHS Foundation Trust; “We’re very proud to have won 
this award as it demonstrates national recognition of our innovative 
partnership approach towards managing and reducing our food 
waste. We look forward to working with Sodexo on future  
sustainability initiatives”

Mark Davis, Sodexo’s Deputy Services Director at the Trust said; 
“We are delighted with the results we’ve achieved by working in 
partnership with the Trust and WRAP. This project shows the potential 
for driving down food waste and the cost savings that can be made 
as a result.”

Central Manchester and Sodexo have a successful history of 
working together on sustainability initiatives. Sodexo was recently 
recognised through an internal Trust award for a project to introduce 
the Trust’s first electric vehicle. The vehicle has now travelled  
approximately 3,500 miles, and is on track to save up to £5,000 per 
year compared to a typical diesel van achieving 20mpg.

TRusT AnD sODexO wIn nHs 
susTAInABILITY AwARD

The use of chemical cleaning products in the workplace has 
increased dramatically over the past 20 years. However, the 
amount of research undertaken to assess the increased risk  

to employee health has up until recently been negligible. Research, 
such as the recently released study by David Vizcaya at the  
University of Montreal, (view at - -http://oem.bmj.com/content/ear-
ly/2015/04/23/oemed-2013-102046.abstract)  -  is now starting to 
highlight the impact that the use of chemical cleaners are having on 
professional cleaning service employees.

The study shows that fumes from cleaning products used at work 
can trigger asthma symptoms. Vizcaya and his team evaluated the 
health of 21 women cleaners who had asthma symptoms over the 
past year, over a period of two weeks. All were employees of  
cleaning companies in Barcelona. The study participants recorded 
the different types of chemicals used during the period and any 
symptoms they suffered. On average they used just over two  
different types of cleaning products each day, and on three out of 
every four working days were exposed to at least one strong irritant, 

such as ammonia, bleach or  
hydrochloric acid.

During this period the  
researchers found that 17 out of 
the 21 cleaners reported at least 
one upper respiratory tract  
symptom, such as sneezing, 
scratchy throat and runny nose. 
18 out of 21 participants also 
reported other symptoms such as 
coughing, wheezing or chest pain, 
with a strong association between 
exposure to cleaning products and 

these symptoms among individuals with a history of asthma.
Martin Booth, MD at Green World Innovations commented. “The 

use of harsh chemicals such as bleach, hydrochloric acid and  
ammonia is higher than ever before, and yet we still have relatively 
little idea what long term impact exposure to them is having on the 
health of professional cleaning staff.

“However, we would expect that the more studies that are  
undertaken on chemical cleaning products, the more we will see 
the implicit connection between them and the impact on employee 
health. With this already increasing volume of evidence companies 
are now having to weigh up the effectiveness of the cleaning  
chemicals against the health of their staff.

“There are viable alternatives available though, and organisations 
now need to look for chemical free solutions, that can clean as  
effectively as chemicals without having a negative impact on  
employee health and the environment. The chemical free  
alternatives, such as aqueous ozone, not only clean as effectively as 
their more harmful counterparts, but also provide companies with 
a more efficient solution, both in terms of time and finance, as staff 
don’t have to use more than one product, cutting down dramatically 
on investment and the back and forth usually associated with a 
professional clean.

“The health issues associated with chemical cleaning products are 
not going to go away. Companies can bury their head in the sand, 
but ultimately we are going to see more studies with more conclusive 
evidence that the solutions many companies are currently using are 
harming their staff. Many are turning to viable chemical free solutions 
and those that do not will be risking the long term health not only 
of their staff but their company as a whole. We expect there to be a 
shift as customers and staff will start to favour companies that are 
perceived to prioritise the health of staff and the environment.”

CHeMICAL CLeAnInG sOLuTIOns TRIGGeR 
AsTHMA sYMPTOMs new sTuDY fInDs
Companies have to consider chemical free products in order to protect staff 
health, states Green World Innovations
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Frimley Park Hospital chose a Yorkon off-site building solution 
from the Portakabin Group for a new 34-bed emergency care 
ward to help address the increased pressure on health services 

particularly during peak periods.
The two-storey ward building which provides beds for critical and 

elderly care was handed over after just four months on site. The use 
of off-site construction ensured any disruption to the hospital was 
kept to an absolute minimum and radically reduced the programme 
time to allow earlier occupation to the benefit of the local community.

Frimley Park Hospital, part of Frimley Health NHS Foundation 
Trust, was the first hospital in the UK to be rated ‘Outstanding’ by the 
Care Quality Commission. It serves around 400,000 local people in 
Surrey, Hampshire and East Berkshire and has experienced significant 
increases in GP referrals and emergency medical admissions.

The new ward building has expanded capacity and was  
manufactured and partially fitted out off site in York which cut the 
programme time by around half compared to site-based building 
methods. 

Commenting on the use of a Yorkon off-site solution, Greg Hinde, 
Capital Project Manager at Frimley Health NHS Foundation Trust 
said, “Speed was the principal driver for choosing modular building 
for this scheme. Site-based construction just would not have enabled 
us to have the building up and running as quickly. The new wards 
have been well received by staff and patients. We think the design 
of the work stations within the bed-bay areas works particularly well 
and facilitates patient contact. The overall design and layout is very 
open and spacious, and provides a fantastic environment for patient 
care and for staff to work in.”

“The team at the Portakabin Group was great to work with and we 
would not hesitate to recommend this approach to other trusts  
needing to expand capacity, quickly and cost effectively.” 

Simon Ambler, Director of the Portakabin Group, said, “The  
pressure on health services and particularly on emergency care units 
continues to rise year on year. As a result, we are seeing increased 
demand for a range of healthcare buildings – wards, theatres and 
diagnostic facilities, which are being strategically planned by trusts 
anticipating their needs for the coming winter months and peak 
periods.”

“These buildings are complex, specialist and highly serviced  
facilities required to expand capacity on typically extremely  
constrained hospital sites. These requirements are increasingly  
being met using off-site solutions – in up to half the time of  
site-based building methods, with much less disruption to patient 
care, greater certainty of completion on budget and on programme, 
and to stringent quality and NHS standards.”

Facilities in the new building at Frimley Park Hospital include  
single en-suite rooms and six to nine-bed wards, clean and dirty  
utilities, kitchenettes, staff rooms, offices and stores.  Externally it  
was finished in light grey with a dark grey trim and it has a flush,  
column-free façade.

The use of an off-site solution for this ward building also helped 
to address the site challenges. This was a highly restricted, sloping 
site in close proximity to other hospital facilities which had to remain 
in use throughout the construction programme. A retaining wall was 
constructed as the site sits lower than the adjacent road – and this 
blue light route had to have access for emergency vehicles  
maintained at all times. 

The pre-installed Yorkon concrete floor system was specified 

throughout the building for a robust and high performance  
finish. The new wards are linked to an existing ward building at both 
ground and first floor levels which required precision engineering of 
the steel-framed modules.

The Portakabin Group has an extensive track record in the  
healthcare sector, having completed a wide variety of bespoke  
building projects using Yorkon off-site solutions, including ward 
extensions, self-contained theatre blocks, emergency care units, 
haemodialysis centres, offices, community clinics, and complete  
hospitals, delivering all the advantages of off-site construction.

leADing FoUnDATion TrUST CHooSeS 
yorKon oFF-SiTe SolUTion To eXPAnD 
WArD ACCoMMoDATion To MeeT DeMAnD 
For eMergenCy CAre

info@yorkon.co.uk  www.yorkon.co.uk
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MK Electric, the UK’s leading manufacturer of wiring  
accessories, has integrated its USB charging capabilities 
into its iconic product portfolio. MK Electric was one of the 

first UK manufacturers to introduce a range of award winning USB 
charging modules, and now this technology is being integrated into 
six of its wiring device ranges including Logic Plus, Metalclad Plus, 
Albany Plus, Edge, Aspect and the newly introduced Elements range. 
The USB charging solutions are designed to provide a faster and 
optimised charging performance and enhance user experience in a 
world where we are accustomed to the immediacy and convenience 
that technology provides.

As smartphones and tablets increasingly become the device of 
choice for business and personal use, the ability to charge these 
devices via USB ports is critical. This is especially true for millennials 
(18-34 year olds), who are predicted to account for approximately 
75 per cent of the global workforce by 2025, and have come to 
expect, and even depend on, having connectivity and information at 
their fingertips.

However, whilst travelling, millennials are often faced with  
challenges when their devices run out of battery. An online YouGov 
survey conducted by MK Electric revealed that, while 85 per cent of 
millennials carry chargeable devices whilst travelling, over a quarter 
of this age group have lost contact with people they are travelling 
with due to loss of battery power on their devices. Moreover,  
according to the survey data, losing battery power can make  
millennials feel ‘very frustrated’ (39 per cent), ‘anxious’ (26 per cent) 
and/or ‘in a panic’ (13 per cent) when they are travelling. 

Nadine Deery, Channel Marketing Manager says: “As we all  
become increasingly dependent on technology to support and  
manage our lifestyles, companies must produce innovative products 
and solutions to stay in tune with this evolving landscape.” She  
continues: “At MK Electric, we believe the solution will be found in 
flexible and reliable solutions that simplify and enhance user  
experience, such as USB charging capabilities.”

USB charging becomes more sophisticated with MK Electric’s 
ability to provide optimum charging compatibilities. The MK USB 
Integrated Sockets include Dynamic Device Recognition; the ability 
to detect charging nuances in the device and its appetite for power. 
The Dynamic Device Recognition is unique to each USB port, which 
means that different manufacturers’ devices on both iOS and  
Android can be charged simultaneously without any impairment to 
the other. For the ultimate user experience, each port can also charge 
different types of devices, such as smartphones and tablets, at the 
same time.

The MK USB Integrated Sockets offer a simple but powerful 
advantage for airports, hotels, universities, schools, offices and retail 
outlets for quick and convenient charging. The fixed installation USB 
chargers remove the need for continual PAT testing of adaptors, 
reducing the risk of unapproved chargers being used, which can lead 
to damage of devices. 

Designed with versatility in mind, the MK Electric USB Integrated 
Socket has its USB ports vertically stacked under the rockers allowing 
for each of the USB outlets to be used simultaneously, even when 
transformer plug tops are in use. This strategic design provides 
space to manoeuvre charging cords and reduces stress on cables 
while charging. Users can also benefit from the fixed installation USB 
charger by requiring just one cable to be used for multiple devices, 
which avoids the need to carry a variety of bulky adaptors for  
different devices.

While building innovation into its product ranges, MK Electric has 
ensured that safety, quality and reliability are, as always, at the  
forefront of design. The USB Integrated Sockets, like the entire 
MK wiring device ranges, include a 3-Pin “Child Resistant Shutter 
System”, designed to inhibit access to the electricity supply, unless all 
3 pins of a standard British 13A plug are in position. In addition, the 
Logic Plus range, with its high grade thermoset material, provides 
inherent antimicrobial properties.

The easy to install USB Integrated Sockets hold the CE mark as 
they conform to all of the safety certification and approvals  
applicable for a 13A socket including BS5733, BS1363-2 and IEC 
61558-2-16. All products will fit into a 35mm back box, with the 
exception of the Edge range which requires a 47mm back box. 

MK Electric offer a wide range of front-plates in a variety of  
finishes and its Design Service also allows customers to create their 
own bespoke combinations. The USB Integrated Sockets are  
available from May 2015.

For more information please visit: www.mkelectric.co.uk  

MK eLeCTRIC PRePARes fOR THe 
POweR Of MILLennIALs wITH usB 
CHARGInG sOLuTIOns
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B
udgetary constraints can be a 
significant obstacle when trying to 
improve the environmental  
performance of public sector 
estates. Even though the financial 

case for a major upgrade may be  
convincing, it is often necessary to continue 
to operate with ageing plant. Or the capital 
outlay available for refurbishment is  
insufficient to fund the kind of improvements 
necessary. This does not mean, however, that 
valuable reductions in energy consumption 
are beyond the reach of estates managers. 
Retrofitting smart radiator valves, for  
example, can make energy and carbon 
savings of around 30% without requiring 
replacement of the central HVAC plant. They 
also make it possible to improve energy 
efficiency of sites incrementally (on a zone 
by zone, or even room by room basis) as 
money becomes available. Each upgrade 
project can reduce the building’s operational 
overhead, enabling the cost-savings to be 
fed back into the next upgrade.

TIMeD PROGRAMMes
There are two key energy saving  

opportunities made possible by the latest 
generation of smart radiator valves. Firstly, 
they enable individual radiators to be set to 
operate timed programmes to suit  
predictable schedules. Reduction of  
temperature at radiator level signals to the 
central plant that supply to the space needs 
to be reduced. Where the central plant room 
has variable speed capability and BMS, 
this reduces loading on energy consuming 
equipment such as pumps, boilers, chillers 
and air handling units. The overheating of 
radiators can be avoided and, in buildings 
without BMS, the ‘vicious circle’ of heating 
and cooling components of the system  
working in opposition can be broken. 

Cost savings arise from the improved  
capability to match heating supply to 
demand in specific parts of the building at 
different times of day. This level of room by 
room or zonal control can be difficult to 
achieve using the central plant’s control 
function. Driving the energy savings via 
individual radiators, however, can achieve 
significant cost savings.

The University of Bristol, for example, 
installed smart radiator valves to reduce 
energy wastage in the Hawthorns Building 
- a 53 room hall of residence. The energy 
team set them to provide heating in the 
mornings and evenings whilst students are in 

their rooms, and to reduce the temperature 
setting during the day.  Overnight, heating is 
kept at a lower level. If a student returns to 
the room and it feels a little cool, a manual 
push-button boosts the temperature for one 
hour. Installation of the smart radiator valves 
reduced heating bills in the Hawthorns 
Building by 30%, representing a one year 
payback period. The University of Bristol has 
since installed another 204 smart radiator 
valves in its Churchill and Wills Halls.

OCCuPAnCY sensInG
Secondly, certain models of smart  

radiator valve incorporate advanced  
capabilities such as occupancy sensing 
and ‘open window’ features, which offer 
additional opportunities to reduce energy 
wastage. Occupancy sensing is particularly 
effective for areas where usage is difficult to 
predict, resulting in the heating of  
unoccupiedspaces. Public sector estates can 
be particularly susceptible to this problem. 
For example, the whole town hall building 
may need to be heated during the evening 
to enable one meeting chamber to be used. 
Or the entire school will be heated 
outside school hours, even though 
only a few areas (for example a 
sports hall and a handful of  
classrooms) are actually in use. 
Often this is because the central 
HVAC control settings have no way 
of identifying, or adapting  
automatically, to variations in  
occupancy.

A leading London university, for 
example, installed smart radiator 
valves to replace traditional TRVs 
in the corridors and kitchens of its 
halls of residence and opted for 
models with occupancy sensing  
capability for student bedrooms. 
These decrease radiator  
temperatures to a lower setting 
(16°C) if the room is unoccupied 
for longer than one hour. A Sleep 
facility provides the option to  
reduce heating further during 
longer periods of vacancy. For 
example, the heating can be set to 
switch off 24 hours after a student 
leaves their room, making savings 
when they are away over weekends 
or holidays. 

By matching demand more 
closely to actual occupancy levels 
the university has achieved energy 

savings of 30%. Temperature reduction in 
unoccupied rooms is identified by the  
university’s BMS which, in turn, reduces 
loading on variable speed pumps and  
boilers, saving energy across the system 
without the need for complex scheduling.

Another useful feature to look out for 
when selecting smart radiator valves is ‘open 
window sensing’. This ensures that, if an  
occupant opens a window, the smart  
radiator valve will reduce temperature  
automatically. As typical HVAC system  
settings would ramp up in these  
circumstances, rather than reduce down, 
the smart radiator valve provides the dual 
benefits of both avoiding energy wastage 
and improving levels of comfort for room 
occupants. 

In conclusion, budgetary constraints 
might prevent or delay large-scale  
replacement of plant, but limited capital 
outlay need not put valuable energy savings 
beyond the reach of public sector estates 
managers. The latest generation of smart 
radiator valves can drive down cost and 
carbon footprint one radiator at a time.

ReTROfITTInG sMART RADIATOR 
VALVes TO DRIVe DOwn eneRGY 
COnsuMPTIOn By Steven Henry, managing director 

of Chalmor
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A 
wide range of Altro flooring 
and wall cladding has been 
used in the newly  
re-constructed Malvern Fire 
Station, helping to create a 

facility that can withstand the demands of 
modern fire-fighting, and an aesthetically 
pleasing working environment.

The fire station needed to be upgraded 
on all counts, as Alan Jones, Capital Projects 
Manager at Hereford & Worcester Fire and 
Rescue Service, explained. “The building 
failed to meet operational needs,  
necessitating redesign and investment. It  
had also reached the end of its economic life 
with many failing elements; these included 
wall and floor finishes throughout.

“We had no hesitation in selecting Altro 
for the flooring and walling for the project. I 
have specified Altro before on a number of 
similar construction projects and they have 
proven ideal in terms of quality, service and 
product appearance. 

 “We wanted a resin floor for the  
appliance bay, so we worked closely with 
Altro and the resin flooring contractor,  
Flo-Dek, to help select the right product for 
this important scheme.

“We chose AltroCrete PU Fast-TrackTM 
resin flooring. The appliance bay is a busy 
testing area that gets a great deal of wear 
and tear, so the floor needed to be tough, 
safe underfoot in both wet and dry  
conditions and very durable. We have used 
AltroCrete PU before in other fire stations 
and it has proven very successful for this 
environment. It has the added benefit of 
providing a floor which is aesthetically  
pleasing.”  

AltroCrete PU Fast-Track is a 5-9mm 
textured floor made for heavy duty areas of 
potential spillage and increased temperature 
range. It has excellent resistance to impact 
and abrasion and to a wide range of  
chemicals.  With a high level of slip  
resistance, it is ideal for food and drink  
production areas and heavy industrial  
applications. The ‘Fast Track’ option has the 
added benefit of a rapid overnight cure. 

For the new station’s kitchen, showers 
and locker rooms, Alan Jones and his team 
selected Altro Whiterock WhiteTM wall  
cladding. “This is a superb product because 
it’s practical and very low maintenance,” 
said Alan.   

Altro Whiterock White is impact resistant, 

grout-free and easy to clean. It is made from 
a high-quality, food-safe PVCu polymer that 
can handle temperatures up to 60°C, and 
meets all current EU Directives on health and 
hygiene.

Alan Jones continued: “For the floors 
in the showers, we chose Altro AquariusTM 
safety flooring because we wanted a surface 
that was hard-wearing, safe underfoot in all 
conditions, comfortable, attractive and easy 
to clean. It’s a very modern-looking product 
with some great colours.”

Altro Aquarius was developed for lasting 
performance in wet and dry, with shoes or 
barefoot. Like all Altro safety flooring, it  
offers sustained slip resistance for the lifetime 
of the product, keeping your risk of a slip 
to just 1 in a million. It’s a 2mm safety floor 
that has been extensively tested on a variety 
of shoe types to ensure top performance in a 
host of environments – bathrooms,  
changing areas, shower areas, spas and 
more. It’s also easy to clean, with Altro  
Easyclean Maxis PUR technology.

For the new fire station’s communal  
areas, stairs and corridors, Alan Jones  
specified Altro WalkwayTM 20. “This is a 
great safety flooring — tough, long-lasting 

ALTRO BRInGs MALVeRn 
fIRe sTATIOn uP TO sPeeD
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and with a good colour range to choose 
from,” he said. “We selected ‘Midnight’ to 
complement the colour scheme of the new 
station.” 

Altro Walkway 20 is a hugely popular 
hard-wearing, 2mm safety flooring,  
providing lifelong slip and abrasion  
resistance. Additional benefits include  
chemical and indentation resistance, which 
adds to its excellent durability and PUR 
cleanability. 

Dave Cope, Director of Flo-Dek (UK) 
Ltd, oversaw the installation of the  
AltroCrete PU resin flooring in the stations’ 
new appliance bay. “To minimise downtime, 
the Fire and Rescue Service wanted the resin 
floor to be installed over the existing quarry 
tiles,” he said. “But we did some tests on site 
and decided they needed to be removed 
and offered guidance on falls and drainage 
systems.

“Once the existing tiled floor and  
subscreed had been removed, we planed the 
floor to create a suitable surface profile and 
provide a mechanical key. We then installed 
a stainless steel slot drainage channel.

“The next stage was to install AltroPol, 
a polymer underlayment screed, laid to 
falls, at 80mm thick in the 300m2 area. 
We needed to ensure that the falls on the 
AltroPol prevented water from migrating into 
other adjacent areas.

“After the AltroPol had cured we laid a 
9mm layer of AltroCrete resin. We  

subsequently used AltroCove PU to form  
coving around all the walls and columns in 
the appliance bay.

“The installation went very well,” added 
Dave. “Using AltroCrete PU Fast-Track 
means a much-reduced installation time, 
without any compromise on quality.”

The safety flooring at the new station 
was installed by Alto Flooring. Director 
Russell Simon said: “We have 20 years 
experience of laying Altro flooring. It’s a very 
popular brand, and with good reason.

“The installation of the Altro flooring was 
a phased project over the course of three 
months, with two or three fitters on site. We 
had to work closely with other installers and 
of course the main contractor, Spectus, and 
everyone co-operated very well.  Altro  
flooring is very easy to work with and the 
end result looks impressive.”

MG Duff installed the Altro Whiterock at 
Malvern Fire Station. “As an Altro Whiterock 
Premier Installer we are committed to Altro 
Whiterock and specialise in putting it into a 
wide range of applications, such as schools 
and kitchens,” said Estimator Barry Stevens. 

“Altro Whiterock is undoubtedly the best 
of its kind. The combination of reliability and 
guaranteed quality and support makes it 
unique and highly cost effective.

“Our relationship with both Spectus and 
Altro is excellent. We worked closely together 
on this project and it was very  
straightforward. We were on site for four 

days overall between March and  
September, with one operative installing a 
total of 100m2 of Altro Whiterock.”

Managing Director of Spectus  
Construction, Andy Griffiths, commented: 
“Alan Jones and Altro specified this project 
very well - selecting products that would be 
practical and hardwearing, as well as those 
that would complement the design and 
colour scheme of the new building. 

“The installation of flooring and wall 
cladding was carried out very professionally 
by companies we know and trust to deliver a 
superb finish. The appliance bay in striking 
red resin looks especially impressive. Overall 
it’s a great-looking job. 

Andy Griffiths continued: “We are  
delighted that Spectus Construction won  
the ‘large renovation project’ and  
‘commercial project’ in the Midlands  
categories at the Master Builder of the Year 
Awards for its work on the fire station. We 
have gone through to the national finals.”  

Alan Jones added: “We are very happy 
with our new station. I would have no  
hesitation in recommending AltroCrete PU 
for similar applications and we are already 
specifying it on three more projects.”

 www.altro.co.uk
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ThE APProvED CoDE of PrACTICE
The original Approved Code of Practice 

(ACOP) for Legionnaires’ disease dates back 
to 1991 but the document with which people 
are most familiar is the “Approved code of 
practice and guidance” published as “L8” in 
2000.

As a result of public consultations, the 
HSE decided to separate the ACOP from the 
guidance, with the latter being developed by 
industry groups as HSG 274 Parts 1, 2 and 3. 
These documents were published in 2013/14. 
HSG 274 Part 1 is concerned with cooling  
towers and Part 2 is concerned with hot and 
cold water services. Part 3 is concerned with 
“other” systems but is little more than a list 
of systems that may be encountered, though 
it does include a recommended inspection 
frequency. All of the documents may be  
downloaded from the HSE website:  
http://www.hse.gov.uk/legionnaires/

The original L8 ACOP and guidance 
contained 61 pages whereas the new set of 
publications that replaced it amount to 158 
pages so there must be something new. In fact 
most of the increase in bulk has been due to 
lengthy descriptions of the design and  
operation of cooling and domestic water  
systems in HSG 274 Parts 1 & 2. The ACOP 
itself is little changed (apart from the  
introduction), with most of the wording  
identical to the original.

The introduction to the ACOP describes 
the new structure of the documents and  
emphasises that certain issues now have 
“ACOP status” including:

Risk assessment;
The specific role of the appointed  
competent person, known as the  
‘responsible person’;
The control scheme and what it should 
include;
Review of control measures;
Duties and responsibilities of those 
involved in the supply of water systems 
including suppliers of services, designers, 
manufacturers, importers, suppliers and 
installers of water systems.

However, if you were complying with the 
intent of the ACOP before 2013, you will 
almost certainly be compliant now.

New features of the ACOP include the 
identification of examples of low risk situations 
that “do not require elaborate control  
measures” such as buildings without water 
storage. There is also a desire to simplify the 
bureaucracy for very small businesses i.e. 
those with 5 or less employees (para 70). On 
the other hand employers must now provide 
information and training to all staff that might 
influence the risk exposure, not just those those 
appointed to carry out control measures.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

GuIDANCE oN EvAPorATIvE  
CooLING SySTEmS

The previous guidance contained a basic 
description of the different types of cooling 
towers followed by a brief section on  
management, treatment and monitoring. This 
is replaced by HSG 274 Part 1, which contains 
an extensive chapter of “Requirements of a 
cooling water treatment programme”. This has 
received some criticism for being a general 
guide to operating cooling towers rather than 
focussing specifically on the prevention of 
Legionnaires’ disease. The authors would no 
doubt argue that maintaining a clean and 
efficient cooling system is a prerequisite to 
the successful control of legionella bacteria. 
However, much of the new text is background 
information rather than specific guidance.

The new text mentions evaporative air 
cooling (using evaporation directly or indirectly 
to cool ventilation air) but then clouds the issue 
by suggesting that these systems may or may 
not require notification under the Notification 
of Cooling Towers and Evaporative  
Condensers Regulation. The missed point is 
that these systems should be designed and 
installed with features that minimise the risk of 
Legionnaires’ disease and should be included 
in the risk assessment and written scheme 
with appropriate monitoring and maintenance 
procedures. However, as they have little in 
common with cooling towers it would have 
made more sense to include them in Part 3.

The chapter on requirements of a cooling 
water treatment programme actually contain 
very few requirements or usable guidance 
other than Table 1.1 entitled “Typical cooling 
water desired outcomes” which is overridden 
by “The particular desired outcomes and the 
metrics to be used should be agreed between 
the system owner/ operator and their  
specialist water treatment service provider”. 
This is followed by Table 1-2 “Example of how 
to use water analysis results to predict the risk 
of fouling”, which is not particularly focussed 
on legionellae.

Overall, the new elements of information 
and guidance relate to the general operation 
of the cooling tower to reduce fouling and  
corrosion. The evaluation of microbiological 
test results in relation to the acute risk of  
Legionnaires’ disease has not changed. 
Maintenance activity may have to be adjusted 
to meet the new guidance on fouling though 
it is likely that contractors following good 
practice would already comply. Plant operators 
only need to ensure that their operating and 
maintenance regime for the cooling towers 
is sufficiently well documented to meet the 
requirements of the ACOP, both in terms of 
written procedures and the recording of tests 
and inspections.

GuIDANCE oN DomESTIC wATEr 
SySTEmS

HSG 274 Part 2 section 2 provides a 
more extensive description of domestic hot 
water systems than the previous guidance. As 
in the case of cooling systems, guidance now 
includes the general design and operation 
of the system as well as the aspects that are 
specifically related to the risk of Legionnaires’ 
disease.

There are several new guidelines that 
could increase maintenance and monitoring. 
Of particular note are the requirements for  
increased monitoring of non-sentinel outlets 
on a rotational basis and monitoring of 
sub-loop return temperatures in the domestic 
hot water circulation. Some of the others are 
rather obvious maintenance activities that are 
not specific to Legionnaires’ disease such as 
checking the condition of external insulation 
and salt levels at the water softener. There are 
also a couple of issues that have apparently 
been deleted such as cleaning water softeners 
and measuring the inlet temperature to TMVs. 
It is not clear whether these were intentionally 
deleted or lost in the editorial process so it 
would seem sensible to follow the original 
guidance.

GuIDANCE oN oThEr rISK  
SySTEmS

HSG 274 Part 3 is little more than a list of 
systems that may be encountered and draws 
from checklist 3 in the original guidance. 
There are some additional tasks associated 
with dental equipment but otherwise the scope 
and frequency of monitoring and maintenance 
is the same as previously.

CoNCLuSIoNS
Overall, there are a few areas where 

the substantive guidance on minimising the 
risk of Legionnaires’ disease has significantly 
changed (the temperature monitoring of hot 
water loops is one). This does not mean that a 
risk assessment compiled according to the old 
guidance is invalid but it is important to  
regularly review any risk assessment, and 
consequent operating and maintenance 
procedures, on a regular basis and particularly 
when circumstances change or new guidance 
comes along. Apart from exposing your 
employees to unnecessary risk, failure to keep 
your risk assessments up to date will potentially 
leave you open to prosecution.

BSRIA has published a set of two  
Legionnaire’s disease guides covering risk 
assessments and operation and maintenance 
log books.

https://www.bsria.co.uk/news/article/
legionnaires-disease-have-you-reacted-to-
changes-in-l8/

LeGIOnnAIRes’ DIseAse - HAVe YOu  
ReACTeD TO CHAnGes In L8? - Written by Reginald Brown
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H
ere are five key steps to  
ensuring good data  
governance – and to putting 
in place a framework that will 
answer the ultimate question: 

who should be responsible for data in your 
business?
 
 1. uNDErTAKE A DATA AuDIT

The first step to designing a new data 
governance structure – or to improving  
current procedures – is to undertake an  
audit of all information in the business. 
How much information being kept should 
be kept? How much is just “data noise” in 
an overflowing database that slows down 
reports? Understanding your assets is the 
first step to planning how to both mine and 
protect them.

2. HAVe A ReALLY CLeAR  
POLICY In PLACe TO HeLP 
sTAff IDenTIfY wHAT Is A 
ReCORD

 The very basis of a good data and  
information policy lies in knowing whether a 
document should be designated as a record.

This one decision, often made at the 
coal face and out of the sight of the CEO, 
sets the tone for everything that follows. 

Having clear and consistent guidelines to 
help staff classify a record is crucial.  
Classifying every bit of information as a 
record would be expensive and unnecessary. 

3. TRAIn sTAff AT ALL LeVeLs
Training staff at every level in how to 

avoid data breaches – and understanding 
the threats – leads to good data governance. 
It is estimated 80 per cent of data breaches 
stem from human error. There will be soon 
be fines of up to five per cent of global 
turnover for breaching data regulations 
– and strict guidelines on reporting breaches 
quickly. Who will be in charge of reporting in 
your business?

Training in how to classify and value 
data is vital too; and not only for senior 
management. It could be somebody very 
junior who touches information first.

Have clear procedures in place for  
structured records (those stored in a  
database) and unstructured (information 
stored locally).

4. eMBRACe THe PRInCIPLe Of 
DATA OwneRsHIP

Don’t be afraid to assign ownership 
of data to individual senior managers in 
departments that handle records and  
information; building a strategy and  
structure for data governance in which 
responsibilities are clear is vital. There may 
be too much data in your business for one 
person to handle every type of information.

5. KeeP POLICIes AnD  
sYsTeMs uP-TO-DATe

Old data policies were often written 
when there was no social media and when 
legislation lagged behind technology, so 
they need to be updated regularly. As data 
regulation evolves it is vital people in the 
business take responsibility for keeping pace 
with it. Staying ahead of the game protects 
companies from breaches and turns records 
into assets.

The bottom line is that the data world 
is changing fast. Information that used to 
be confined to the backroom has not only 
reached the boardroom but threatens to 
overwhelm it. So new ideas are required to 
manage it efficiently.

Being responsible for data will not be a 
one-person job in future, even for the most 
talented CEO or CIO. Putting in place a 
modern data structure – and assigning 
ownership for each type of data - is  
ultimately the key to harnessing the power 
of your company’s corporate memory. The 
time to assign responsibility for data – and 
to finally treat information as an asset – has 
now arrived. 

MAKInG sense Of THe 
new DATA wORLD:

By John Culkin, Director of Information  
Management, Crown Records Management 

fIVe KeY sTePs TO esTABLIsH 
A sTROnG fRAMewORK fOR 
DATA GOVeRnAnCe  
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V
astly improving student access 
and ensuring the smooth flow of 
foot traffic at all times, TORMAX 
has retrofitted seven sets of their 
ground-breaking iMotion 1301 

automatic operators to existing swing doors 
throughout Thomas Deacon Academy,  
Peterborough. Contributing to  
DDA-compliance, TORMAX low-energy  
door drives are cost-effective in the long 
term, combining outstanding reliability  
with minimal maintenance.   

The largest sponsored Academy in the 
UK, Thomas Deacon opened its doors in 
2007.  Designed to accommodate children 
from the ages of 7 -18 years, it is located on 
a purpose built 43-acre campus and delivers 
a modern, forward thinking approach to 
education.   

TORMAX secured the contract to  
automate a number of key internal swing 
doors located throughout the school  
buildings. “The entire facility has been  

carefully designed to ensure clear access for 
all staff and pupils, confirms Mick Crossley, 
Deputy Facilities Manager at the Academy.  
“The decision to further automate these  
internal entrances reflects our continuing 
drive to improve our environment.”

Designed in-house at the head offices 
in Switzerland, TORMAX iMotion motors 
have been cleverly engineered without the 
elements that generally wear out over time, 
such as gears and brushes.  This ensures 
outstanding reliability, low maintenance 
requirements and also one of the best life 
expectancies on the market today.

In addition, an intelligent micro  
processor control system ensures  
permanent monitoring of door leaf  
movements.  Door function is automatically 
adjusted and optimised if operating  
conditions change, for instance, through 
general wear and tear, a change in  
temperature or due to a build of dirt.

Given the busy environment with large 

numbers of children moving around the 
school, safety is a key priority.  TORMAX  
iMotion operators incorporate a hi-tech 
system of up to four monitored sensors to 
ensure user safety and compliance with the 
strictest legislative requirements.  The doors 
are also tried and tested for fire protection.

ACADeMY ACCess IMPROVeD 
wITH TORMAx

S
outhern General Hospital, which 
serves for the South-West of  
Glasgow, has chosen to work 
closely with Boon Edam to offer 
their patients, staff and visitors to 

the hospital a welcoming and reassuring  
entry to their hospital. By installing a  
bespoke Duotour revolving door with  
integrated curved corridors, the entrance 
to the hospital not only looks aesthetically 

pleasing but also serves as a multi-functional 
entrance to the prestigious building. Users 
of the hospital are now able to flow more 
quickly and smoothly through this mobility 
hotspot.

seRVInG THe PeOPLe Of 
sOuTH wesT GLAsGOw

As a working arm of the NHS Greater 
Glasgow and Clyde, Southern General 
Hospital is a large teaching hospital with 
an acute operational bed complement 
of approximately 900 beds. The hospital 
is located in the South West of Glasgow, 
Scotland and provides a comprehensive 
range of acute and related clinical services 
to residents there.

A GATewAY TO IMPROVeMenT  
David Healy, Area Project Manager for 

Boon Edam UK Ltd said “We have installed 
the bespoke Duotour revolving door with 
integrated curved corridors which included 
4 auto-swing pass doors for the use of 
disabled users. Before our involvement in 
the project, our client was faced with the task 
of finding a supplier who could meet their 
bespoke design requirements”. The new 
entrance system is a highly functional piece 

of equipment which compliments the overall 
façade of this prestigious building.

CusTOMIsATIOn AnD  
COOPeRATIOn

Boon Edam has worked closely with 
the NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde and 
Southern General Hospital since the start 
of the project in November 2013 to create 
a fully customised entry solution for this 
hospital. This project is totally unique as 
the overall structure and door arrangement 
was specifically designed by the company’s 
design teams both in the UK and The  
Netherlands to help meet the client’s 
bespoke requirements. The design team 
working for our client chose to work with 
Boon Edam as they were the only revolving 
door manufacturer and supplier that could 
meet the intricate design requirements for 
their entrance arrangement. After several 
months of design work and final approval 
from the client, the manufacture began with 
a twelve week lead time. The manufacture of 
the product was completed and delivered on 
time to meet the site programme. Overall, 
the design and manufacture process took 
approximately eight months to complete and 
the client was satisfied with the end result. 

MeeTInG THe neeDs Of 
sOuTHeRn GeneRAL  
HOsPITAL, GLAsGOw
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M
easuring the heat/energy 
consumption of hot (LTHW) 
and chilled water services to 
monitor, control and  
manage energy  

consumption is a key area in building  
services and energy management. But the 
installation process including system drain 
down, pipe cutting etc has always been a 
significant cost and barrier to wider  
application of sub-metering. At last a  
solution has arrived from the longest  
established manufacturer of clamp-on,  
ultrasonic meters the U1000 HM  
heat/energy meter from Micronics.  
Building on their many years of experience 
and success in this area, Micronics has now 
developed a best value clamp-on  
heat/energy meter to compliment its  
successful U1000 clamp-on flow meter and 
facilitate the wider use of clamp-on  
ultrasonic flow measurement for water  

sub-metering and heat/energy  
measurement. 

The U1000 HM is a simple out of the 
box, onto the pipe heat/energy metering 
solution with no programming or specialist 
engineering required! All you have to do is 
clamp the unit to the pipe, select the pipe 
size, release the sensor clamps, secure the 
pre-wired, clamp-on PT100 flow and  
return temperature sensors and connect 
power to the pre-wired cable provided.  
Yes it really is that simple because Micronics 
have listened and simple installation is a key 
design feature. Another cost-effective  
alternative to expensive in-line meter  
installation from Micronics with no drain 
down or cutting of pipes required plus dry 
servicing, providing minimum downtime and 
maximum availability!

The U1000 HM is a clamp-on, transit 
time, ultrasonic flow meter plus PT100  
temperature sensors designed to provide  

accurate measurement of liquid flowing 
within a closed pipe plus the flow and return 
temperature difference to calculate the 
heat/energy load, without the need for any 
mechanical parts to be inserted through the 
pipe wall or to protrude into the flow system. 
It takes just a few minutes to install and there 
is no need to shut down flow or drain the 
system! And its Modbus compatible, so it can 
be used as a standalone meter or an  
integrated part of your aM&T or BEM’s 
system.

So if you need to meter the heat/energy 
load of hot (LTHW) or chilled water services 
as part of your energy management strategy 
or building services, for retrofit or new build 
applications, the U1000 HM should be a 
must consider solution! 

For further information:  
call +44 (0)1628 810456  
or visit www.micronicsflowmeters.com 

u1000 HM –  
fIxeD CLAMP-On HeAT/eneRGY 
MeTeRInG sOLuTIOn
Clamp-on to a New smarter clamp-on solution to heat/energy  
metering from Micronics for significant installation savings and simple, 
accurate measurement from outside the pipe! 
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T
he UK’s leading facilities  
management event, Facilities 
Show, is celebrating its second 
successful year at London Excel 
from 16 - 18 June 2015. The 

show promises to present exciting new 
technologies along with a comprehensive 
seminar programme featuring an array of 
world-leading companies.

This year’s event programme is focused 
on innovations, inspiration and guidance to 
effectively manage the facilities and energy 
usage of every kind of organisation. The 
complimentary education at the show offers 
the opportunity to benefit from a wealth of 
knowledge in a number of seminars and 
master classes.

Key elements from the educational  
programme during the Facilities Show 
include:

facilities Show Seminar Theatre -  
to examine all the issues in facilities  
management covering key topics and 
best practice on all the crucial matters 
in the industry
BIfm Careers Zone – to host and 
coordinate a series of advice clinics, 
workshops and seminars together with 
training partners, careers experts, skills 
coaches and specialist recruiters
workplace Interiors Theatre  - to 
house suppliers of products and  
services directly relating to interior 
space in commercial buildings
fm Learning hub – four half day  
conferences to provide valuable insight 
into workplace regulation in  
international markets.

Some of the key speakers and hot topics 
not to be missed include: 

Jamie Hall, Head of Energy, Controls 
and Bureau at Mitie who will talk about 
Smart Technology and Innovation in the 
built environment
Is today’s FM training fit for  
tommorow’s FM delivery? A panel 
discussion led by Julie Freemantle from 
Building Futures Group and Andrew 
Hulbert from Pareto Facilities  
Management
Keith Pedder, Energy Director at 
Bouygues Energies & Services will look 
at high performance energy reduction 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

and how businesses can improve the 
efficiency and performance of their 
estates
Steve McDonald, Sales Director and 
Martyn Freeman, MD Facilities  
Management at Mitie will answer 
important questions with the outsourced 
FM services market becoming  
increasingly competitive in a session 
called ‘Service versus Margins’
The FMJ Debate will look at the how the 
impending retirement of baby boomers 
and increased employee mobility will 
contribute to a severe talent shortage 
for the FM sector in the very near future

In addition, the Facilities Show has 
already announced three big names to its 
Inspirational Speaker Sessions. Baroness 
Karren Brady CBE (Day 1), Sir Ranulph  
Fiennes Bt OBE (Day 2) and Sir Chris Hoy 
MBE (Day 3) will take to the keynote stage 
each of the three days during the show.

“We are delighted to announce further 
details around our education programme 
for this year’s Facilities Show, along with our 
exciting key notes we have many leading 
industry experts participating across the three 
days. Our themed theatres and zones mean 
that there is something for everyone working 
within Facilities Management and it is all 
easily and freely accessible. It is important 
that Facilities Show not only provides a  
platform to see the latest products and  

•

•

services but offers continued learning and 
development for the FM professional.  
Facilities Show is a great opportunity for both 
visitors and exhibitors to network, exchange 
ideas, gain publicity and discover the new 
features and technologies within the  
industry”, said Fergus Bird, Group Event 
Manager of UBM Live.

The Facilities Show 2015 is held in  
association with the British Institute of  
Facilities Management (BIFM) and supported 
by strategic partners Mitie, The Building 
Futures Group, The Chartered Institute of 
Building Service Engineers (CIBSE) and other 
valuable contributors to a packed schedule 
of informative workshops, keynote speeches 
and seminars. 

The official media partner of the event is 
Facilities Management Journal (FMJ) and this 
year’s sponsors include Sodexo, Bouygues, 
Grundon, Helistrat, Stannah and Trimble 
Manhatten, each of them supporting specific 
area of the show.

Attending the Facilities Show in London 
is free and it also gives access to 4  
co-located shows, IFSEC International, FIREX 
International, Safety and Health Expo and 
Service Management Expo. 

For additional information and to  
register for the show follow the link:  
http://www.facilitiesshow.com/Registration/

fACILITIes sHOw 2015 TO 
PResenT exCITInG new  
TeCHnOLOGIes AnD weALTH 
Of KnOwLeDGe In ITs uPDATeD 
eDuCATIOn PROGRAMMe
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R
emeha Commercial, exhibiting at 
the Facilities Show, London Excel 
16-18 June on Stand M1380, 
provides sustainable, energy 
efficient and economical heating 

solutions to help maximise building  
performance. The pioneer of condensing 
technology, Remeha introduced the first  
commercial condensing boiler into the UK  
in 1983. Today, the Remeha family of  
condensing boilers comprises the  
market-leading Quinta Pro with single,  
cascade or rig options, the high-efficiency 
Gas Eco Pro range of fully-modulating  
boilers, and the ‘super condensing’ Quinta 
Eco Plus that incorporates passive flue gas 
heat recovery for maximum full-time  
combustion efficiency.

*NEw* rEmEhA AQuA – Remeha will 
be introducing its ground-breaking Aqua, a 
revolutionary product specially designed to 
meet the high hot water demand of  
commercial, residential and industrial  
buildings. Remeha Aqua combines the 
market-leading Quinta Pro high-efficiency 
condensing boiler with the Eco Plus  

passive flue gas heat recovery unit and a hot 
water cylinder to create a ‘super  
condensing’, space-saving solution to high 
volume delivery of hot water. This unique 
solution, which will take just 12 minutes to 
heat a 250 litre store that is capable of  
delivering 2,000 litres of hot water an hour, 
offers maximum efficiencies even at high 
flow and return temperatures.

*NEw* rEmEhA Combined heat and 
Power range – Remeha will be showcasing 
its new natural gas Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) range from 20kWe up to 400 
kWe. The efficient solution to reduced energy 
consumption and costs, CHP systems create 
electricity and heat simultaneously, reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 20 per cent 
and electricity costs by approximately one 
third. They are particularly suitable for new 
build or refurbishment applications that 
require significant, consistent demands for 
space heating and electricity generation. 
Remeha’s new CHP range can be integrated 
with the Remeha condensing boiler range.

hIGh EffICIENCy CoNDENSING 
BoILErS - Remeha will showcase its  
market-leading condensing boilers  
including the Quinta Pro cascade and Gas 
Eco Pro condensing range, all offering  
exceptional, high efficiencies and ultra-low 
NOx emissions with outputs from 9 to 1202 
kW. Built around a generic design, these 
boilers offer high outputs from 9kW to 
1202kW, outstanding efficiencies and  
ultra-low NOx emissions. All Remeha boilers 
are fully-compliant with the Energy-related 
Products Directive.  
Reliable, affordable, 
flexible and easy to 
install, Remeha boilers 
are the specifiers and 
contractors number one 
choice to significantly 
lower energy  
consumption, carbon 
emissions and fuel bills 
for heating in  
refurbishment projects 
and help new build 
developments meet 
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ ratings.

ReMeHA COMMeRCIAL AT 
THe fACILITIes sHOw  - Stand M1380

www.remeha.co.uk 
E: boilers@remeha.co.uk 
T: 0118 978 3434

V
isitors to this year’s Facilities 
Show will be able to find out 
how Flowcrete UK can provide 
an environmentally friendly, 
high performance floor build-up 

– all from one manufacturer and installed 
under one warranty.

The event, at the ExCel Centre from June 
16th-19th, is the ideal opportunity to talk 
to Flowcrete’s resin flooring experts about 
decorative floor finishes, high performance 
screeds and ultra-efficient underfloor heating 
– all of which can be combined into one 
sustainable flooring solution.

The Flowcrete UK Marketing Manager, 
Ian Jones, said: “We know that facility  
managers have to account for a long list 
of factors when specifying the floor, which 
means considering more than just the initial 
budget and final appearance.

“Maintenance issues, green credentials, 
longevity, energy efficiency, load bearing, 
cleanliness and more all have to be  
carefully analysed before a flooring solution 
is chosen.

“We’ve developed our flooring range so 
that specifiers can choose the screed,  

coating, underfloor heating and acoustic  
insulation that meets the specific  
requirements of their project.” 

At stand S1115 the facilities  
management sector can learn about  
Flowcrete UK’s latest innovation, the  
environmentally friendly Isocrete Alpha 
screed, which can quickly create a hard 
wearing, multifunctional screed layer.

An evolution of traditional anhydrite 
flowing screeds, the Isocrete Alpha screed 
has a faster drying time and its laitance free 
finish means that sanding is not required 
prior to the application of a coating –  
speeding up the floor’s installation timescale.

95% of the alpha hemi-hydrate calcium 
sulphate binder used in this solution is 
reclaimed from waste created by coal power 
stations, significantly reducing the amount 
of industrial by-product sent to landfills. This 
cement free formulation also avoids the  
environmentally harmful side affects of  
producing and using cement.

The Isocrete Alpha screed can be  
combined with Isowarm underfloor heating 
and acoustic K-foam to fully optimise the 
floor area. The space-saving Isowarm system 

is able to deliver  
efficiency savings 
of up to 30%  
compared to traditional heating methods, 
while the acoustic insulation layer reduces 
noise transfer between building levels. Both 
of these systems are ideal for high-rise  
residential developments eager to improve 
the indoor living standard.

The wide variety of vibrant colours, 
decorative effects and styles available from 
Flowcrete UK allows developers to complete 
the floor area with a visually impressive 
surface that will be able to maintain its  
aesthetics for an extended period of time.

The seamless resin terrazzo range 
Mondéco has been designed to create a 
shimmering surface that can be installed 
across large areas of floor in bespoke  
patterns. Over 50% of the decorative  
aggregates used within Flowcrete UK’s 
Mondéco Mirrazzo floors are recycled,  
making it a viable option for projects looking 
to source a sustainable floor finish.

For more information visit the Flowcrete 
UK stand at the Facilities Show, call 01270 
753000 or email uk@flowcrete.com

fLOwCReTe’s COMPLeTe fLOOR  
sOLuTIOn AT fACILITIes sHOw 2015

- Stand S1115
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P
ropelair® Limited  
(www.propelair.com), the UK 
designer and manufacturer of the 
revolutionary 1.5 litre flush toilet, 
is to exhibit at Facilities Show 

2015 (www.facilitiesshow.com) in London.
Visitors to the company’s stand R1455 at 

ExCel London on 16 to 18 June can:
See our video and learn about the 
direct benefits Propelair can achieve for 
the FM industry;
Receive a one-to-one water audit and 
cost saving consultation;
Take away an information pack and 
DVD;
Be enchanted by Seb Hunt, Expo  
Magician; and
Enter our exclusive, free ‘guess the  
water saved’ competition for a chance to 
win a free Propelair toilet supplied and 
fitted, complete with pre and post  
installation monitoring and business 
case model!  Each entry receives a  
donation to a charity of your choice.

•

•

•

•

•

Come to the Workplace Interiors Theatre 
at 3pm on Thursday 18 June where Garry 
will show delegates how Propelair is slashing 
water bills for a growing list of organisations. 

Propelair’s water-saving performance is 
unprecedented in the sanitaryware industry 
and opens the door to potentially massive 
financial savings for owners and operators 
of property estates in the private and public 
sectors and for facilities managers across 
the UK.

Since Propelair exhibited at last year’s 
show the company has achieved major 
milestones:

Undertaken key installations for London 
Borough of Redbridge and The Royal 
Bank of Scotland;
Finalist in the Water Industry  
Achievement Awards; 
Won the Efficiency Improvements prize 
in the British Toilet Association Awards;
Won the Engineering and  
Manufacturing Gold in the national 
Green Apple Awards;

•

•

•

•

Taken part in the Innovation  
Gateway scheme, in which  
innovators test pioneering ideas on 
resource efficiency on RBS property to 
reduce impact on natural resources; 
and
Secured £2.6 million equity funding 
from CF Woodford Equity Income Fund 
and others.

Garry Moore, CEO of Propelair, said: 
“It has been a very exciting year for us and 
we are keen to tell everyone at this year’s 
show about the performance, financial, 
environmental and hygiene benefits that our 
products are now delivering to facilities and 
property management in the UK.”

Propelair toilets use 84% less water than 
an average WC and reduce water bills by 
up to 60%. They also decrease the spread 
of germs by 95%, paving the way for major 
healthcare and productivity benefits.

•

•

see HOw PROPeLAIR  
HIGH-PeRfORMAnCe  
TOILeTs sLAsH wATeR BILLs 
AT fACILITIes sHOw 2015

- Stand R1455

L
eading manufacturer and provider 
of heating and hot water solutions, 
Bosch Commercial and Industrial 
Heating, will be showcasing its 
growing portfolio of low carbon 

and renewable technologies at this year’s 
Facilities Show, at the Excel in London.

With vast experience in the education, 
leisure, hospitality, and healthcare  
sectors, the UK’s largest facilities  
management exhibition gives engineers 
and facilities managers the chance to view 
Bosch’s established range of energy efficient 
heating and hot water technologies, on its 
own dedicated stand.

Central to Bosch’s product range is an 
extensive portfolio of boilers with outputs 
ranging from 50kW to 38,000kW. Visitors to 
the stand will have the opportunity to take a 
closer look at its GB162 condensing boiler, 
Solar Thermal Panels and Gas Absorption 
Heat Pump.

In addition, the Facilities Show will see 
the manufacturer display its range of district 
heating solutions and Heat Interface Units 
(HIU), specifically designed to enhance the 
energy efficiency of buildings serviced by a 
centralised boiler plant.

Geoff Hobbs, Business Development 
Director at Bosch Commercial and Industrial 
Heating, commented: “At Bosch, we aim to 
ensure facilities managers have access to an 
extensive range of the latest renewable and 
low carbon technologies. With expertise in 
providing heating and hot water solutions to 
education, healthcare, and sports and  
leisure facilities, this exhibition provides a 
great platform for us to showcase our  
product range to help facilities managers 
meet any heating or hot water requirement.”

For more information please visit  
www.bosch-industrial.co.uk or call  

BOsCH TO exHIBIT AT  
fACILITIes sHOw 2015

- Stand R1520

0330 123 3004.
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L
iquid waterproofing specialist,  
Kemper System, will be showcasing 
its comprehensive range of  
BBA-certified Kemperol liquid  
roofing and waterproofing systems 

on stand N1300 at this year’s Facilities Show 
(16-18 June 2015), along with its Stratex 
warm roof system.

The only cost effective, solvent-free and 
completely odourless cold liquid applied 
waterproofing system available in the UK, 
Kemperol 2K-PUR will take centre stage on 
Kemper System’s stand. 

Around 80% of the applied polyols (or 
resins) in Kemperol 2K-PUR are obtained 
from the seeds of the tropical castor plant 

(Ricinus communis) a renewable resource. 
Perfect for use on sustainable construction 
projects and ideal for live projects on  
occupied buildings, such as schools, 
hospitals, food factories or office buildings, 
Kemperol 2K-PUR allows work to take place 
without the need for evacuation or closure, 
avoiding the disruption associated with the 
strong odours and fumes from many  
‘low-odour’ or solvent-based products.

Stratex from Kemper System will also  
be on show. An integrated warm roof that 
offers exceptional performance, Stratex is 
supplied as a complete system of matched 
components - vapour barrier, insulation  
and waterproofing. It is equally suited to 
concrete, timber and metal decks on new 
build projects as it is to refurbishing and  
upgrading existing roofs.  Stratex is also 
ideal as a complete warm roof solution 
below an extensive green roof.

First used at Volkswagen’s Baunatal  
factory in 1964, where more than 
300,000sqm of roof surface have since  

been waterproofed, Kemper System’s  
Kemperol V210 completes the company’s 
FM showcase.  Kemperol V210 has been 
particularly effective at the factory in areas 
where ponding occurs owing to inadequate 
falls and continues to perform effectively to 
this day.

Comments UK marketing manager of 
Kemper System, Stuart Hicks: “Our  
product range is designed primarily for use 
in new build, maintenance and  
refurbishment projects. Kemper System’s 
waterproofing and surfacing products have 
protected billions of square metres of roofs 
around the world over the past 50 years, 
including some of the world’s most  
important landmarks, iconic buildings, public 
and commercial properties.

“As we continue to prioritise  
environmental performance in the built 
environment of the future, Kemper System’s 
advanced roofing technology can make 
roofs greener and more sustainable.

www.kempersystem.co.uk 

ODOuRLess KeMPeROL  
LIQuID wATeRPROOfInG  
AnD ROOfInG AT THe  
fACILITIes sHOw - Stand N1300

enquiries@kempersystem.co.uk

- Stand U1105

enHAnCInG wAsHROOM  
fACILITIes Is THe fOCus  
fOR GOJO AT THe fACILITIes 
sHOw 2015

E
nhancing skin health and  
hygiene facilities provides facilities  
managers with a clear  
opportunity to leave users with a 
positive lasting impression. GOJO 

will be sharing its expertise in hand hygiene 
practices and systems at the Facilities Show 
2015. 

Visit GOJO on Stand U1105 where 
they will be exhibiting their extensive range 
of skin care products, from state of the art 
dispensing systems, scientifically advanced 
hand sanitisers, Ecolabel approved foam 
soaps, and professional skin conditioner.

Mike Sullivan, Managing Director 
of GOJO Industries-Europe said: “Well 
designed hand hygiene systems will not only 
minimise complaints and reduce  
absenteeism, but also add value by  

minimising the labour time involved to  
service and maintain them.” 

GOJO take a total solution approach 
offering complete programmes to help  
enhance and encourage hand hygiene  
behaviour and are best known for:

Preferred brands
Gentle, effective product formulas
Reliable dispensing systems
Comprehensive education & training

To find out more about GOJO and see 
their wide range of skincare products, please 
visit stand U1105 at the Facilities Show 
2015. 

For more information call +44 (0)1908 
588444, email infouk@gojo.com or visit 
www.gojo.com/unitedkingdom  

•
•
•
•
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AHR COMPLeTes InnOVATIVe
KeYnsHAM CIVIC CenTRe
A

HR has completed the new Keynsham Civic Centre and 
One Stop Shop for Bath & North East Somerset Council. 
In addition to providing the Council with high quality 
offices, civic facilities and public realm which will  
reinvigorate Keynsham town centre, the project is on 

course to be one the lowest energy consuming public buildings in the 
UK targeting a DEC A rating.

Keynsham Civic Centre has recently won a number of prestigious 
awards including RIBA South West Award, RIBA South West  
Sustainability Award, and British Council for Offices Corporate 
Workplace and Innovation Awards for the South West, Thames Valley 
& South Wales region.

The new development has replaced 1960s buildings to provide 
68,000sqft council offices, a library and one-stop shop, 20,000sqft 
retail, two new pedestrian streets, a market square, car parking and 
highways improvements.

AHR responded to the challenge of the constrained and sloping 
town centre site creating two new pedestrian streets and a cluster of 
inter-locking buildings. This allowed over 50% of the site to be given 
over to new public realm and better integrated the development into 

the existing urban grain. Careful orientation of the buildings and 
an innovative acoustic louvre window system allowed full natural 
ventilation to be used throughout, despite the location within a busy 
town centre.

At the heart of the brief was Bath & North East Somerset 
Council’s objective of creating a highly efficient, robust and flexible 
building that would minimise energy consumption and maintenance 
while providing first class civic facilities and a high quality workplace 
embodying a ‘one council’ culture.

AHR has built on extensive in-house research and worked closely 
with Environmental Engineer Max Fordham to develop a pioneering 
environmental strategy for the project: it is the first in the UK to 
implement BSRIA Soft Landings to target an exemplary DEC A rating, 
which it is expected to achieve in 2017 once it has been in use for 
two years. This rating will confirm Keynsham Civic Centre as one of 
the lowest energy consuming public buildings in the UK. The offices 
have already achieved an outstanding EPC A rating and the project 
is almost carbon neutral. 

Every aspect of the design of the building was considered to  
provide optimal environmental performance, starting with the 
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building’s orientation and form which reduced the requirements for 
mechanical ventilation and lighting. An innovative timber (CLT), steel 
and concrete structure not only created bright and welcoming  
interiors but also reduced heating requirements and construction 
time.

One of the key objectives for the project was to facilitate a 
workplace transformation, allowing the Council to adopt a more 
flexible way of working which would also improve communication, 
collaboration and efficiency across teams and departments. AHR 
responded to this by arranging four wings around a central atrium 
which incorporates a large breakout area two touchdown decks. The 
atrium is the heart of the building, creating visual connectedness and 
opportunities for spontaneous meetings as users move across the 
building.

Keynsham Civic Centre has provided Bath & North East Somerset 
Council with a landmark building which positions it at the heart of 
the community it serves and which embodies its commitment to that 
community and to its staff to be an exemplary Council, investing 
wisely, making a positive impact in every aspect of its work and  
looking to the future.

Derek Quilter, Divisional Director of Property and Project Delivery 
at Bath and North East Somerset Council said: “AHR demonstrated a 
detailed understanding of the client brief and had a clear vision for 
the architectural response. Their approach to consultation,  
listening and responding with well-considered design options has 
proved invaluable.”

Adam Spall, Architect at AHR who led the design of Keynsham 
Civic Centre, said: “AHR was very pleased to be selected to design 
the new Civic Centre as it was clear from the outset that the brief was 
both pioneering and challenging, aspiring to the highest standards 
of sustainable design. This project is much more than a new office 
building for the Council: the ambition of the client has been to spark 
regeneration, enhance the public realm, improve connectivity, and 
instil community ownership in the project.

It sets a high bar for future development within the county,  
creating an impressive precedent by a local authority which aims to 
lead by example. We are delighted that the efforts of the team have 
been recognised with two RIBA regional awards.”
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Keynsham Civic Centre and One Stop Shop is a test case for an 

innovative approach to delivering exemplary building performance, 
and a truly sustainable building. 

It is expected to achieve an exemplary DEC A rating in 2017 
once it has been in use for two years, and will be the first project in 
the UK to achieve that rating applying BSRIA Soft Landings, including 
a two-year aftercare period. The DEC A rating will also confirm it as 
one of the lowest energy consuming public buildings in the UK.

From the outset of the project Bath & North East Somerset 
Council was determined that the new development would achieve 
outstanding building performance and be resilient to changes in 
climate and use. The Council incorporated a target of a Display  
Energy Certificate (DEC) rating of A into the project brief. To ensure 
that this target can be met and that the project goes beyond  
compliance requirements to achieve nearly zero energy use in  
operation, Soft Landings requirements have been incorporated into 
the contract.

Max Fordham developed an energy performance baseline  
accompanied by an Energy Risk Register that would track the design 
features and components that had bearings on energy performance 
from design to completion, such as U values, floor to floor heights, 
thermal mass and window systems. Comparing operational energy 
performance against such a baseline during the first year of the 
building’s operation became feasible and was the contractor’s 
responsibility. 

As part of the BSRIA Soft Landings process, the team engaged 
with the client’s facilities management team from an early stage to 
better understand occupant behaviour and operational needs and 
ensure that management factors could be taken into account early 
on in the design. As a result of this for example, use of the building 
outside of core working hours is contained to a dedicated  
out-of-hours working suite. 

A ‘passive first’ approach was applied to every aspect of the 
architectural and services design, including orientation, daylight, 
form, ventilation, structure, acoustics and cooling. As the project 

progressed, the design was honed to remove unnecessary  
complexity in mechanical and electrical systems and to improve 
resilience. Energy efficiency was balanced with occupant comfort and 
simple intuitive systems.

Elements of the environmental approach have been embedded 
into the design of the building. In order to achieve natural ventilation, 
an innovative hybrid structural frame was developed which consisted 
of steel portal frames with a cross laminated timber (CLT) frame. 
The upper floors of the offices were constructed entirely using a CLT 
frame. The hybrid frame solution provided significant cost savings 
and also achieved many of the sustainable benefits of a timber  
building with the structural efficiency of a steel frame. In order to 
provide thermal mass, 50% of the floor slabs are pre-cast concrete 
planks which incorporate cooling pipework to future proof the  
building against potential climate change and increases in  
occupation density. Narrow floor plans of c.15m were optimised for 
cross ventilation.

The offices have already achieved an outstanding EPC rating 
of 5: almost zero-carbon and placing the project well on course to 
achieve the DEC A rating. in 2017. The clear target of the DEC A 
rating ensured that the project team could work together cohesively 
towards a clear and common goal, resulting in a more efficient and 
productive project, and a more resilient building. The teams were 
able to share data relating to building performance that would  
otherwise remain with the engineers or contractors.

www.ahr-global.com

PROJeCT TeAM

 Client: Bath & North East Somerset Council

 Architect: AHR

 Environmental Engineer: Max Fordham

 Structural Engineer: Hydrock

 Contractor: Willmott Dixon
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T
his year’s Avery Green Office Week has 
been one huge exchange of green  
working ideas, with daily discussions, 
new research and plenty of  
crowdsourced eco-friendly office tips. 

Now you can get your hands on all the green 
working advice and inspiration that was shared in 
the UK’s first ever crowdsourced guide to greener 
working. Avery’s Big Green Crowdsourced Guide 
is available for free online at: www.slideshare.
net/UKAvery/the-big-green-crowdsourced-guide. 

This fantastic free green resource is the first of 
its kind, featuring tips and ideas collected from a 
range of offices around the UK, as well as expert 
advice, case studies and eco office product  
suggestions. Avery’s Marketing Director Fiona Mills 
explains why The Big Green Crowdsourced Guide 
is at the heart of this year’s Green Office Week 
campaign: “Each year we are impressed by the 
green efforts and changes we see as part of Green 
Office Week. Our Big Green Crowdsourced Guide 
was designed to celebrate and recognise these 
achievements but also to share them and create a 
practical resource of green ideas. It can be  
daunting knowing where to start and what will 
work for your organisation when it comes to being 
more environmentally friendly. Our guide is a  
collection of real advice and examples to help 
inspire and encourage businesses on their green 
journey. We want to urge businesses of all sizes 
and sectors to take a look at the guide and share 
it with colleagues - there’s something useful for 
everyone.”

Contributions for The Big Green Crowdsourced 
Guide poured in via social media as each day of 
Green Office Week unfolded, with advice coming 
from staff at small and large businesses, museums, 
charities and more. There are even expert  
contributions from the likes of WWF and the  
Sustainable Restaurant Association. Avery’s Fiona 
Mills continued: “We’ve been overwhelmed by the 
level of participation and support Green Office 
Week has seen this year. There have been some 
brilliant discussions taking place and the response 
to The Big Green Crowdsourced Guide has been 
just fantastic. We’ve received a huge amount of 
inspiring content, which we are delighted to be 
able to share.”

The findings of a Green Office Week survey 
looking into attitudes around green working are 
also featured in The Big Green Crowdsourced 
Guide. The new research reveals that we’re still 
not as environmentally friendly at work as we are 

at home, with 94% of those surveyed admitting they are green at 
home compared to 83% at work. However, the number one reason 
we choose to be green both at home and work is the same, with the 
majority of respondents simply stating that they believe it’s the right 
thing to do. Improving the world we live in scored highly as a  
motivation for being eco-friendly in the home and office too.  
Saving the company money was also a popular motivator, chosen by 
almost half of respondents as the reason for their green actions in 
the workplace.

The research also revealed that resources like Avery’s Big Green 
Crowdsourced Guide are in demand with over three quarters of 
those surveyed saying having simple solutions that can easily be 
implemented would help them to complete more green initiatives. 
More than half said that they wanted tips and ideas on how to be 
green too. When asked about the barriers to being green at work, 
lack of information and ideas was the biggest obstacle, followed by 
not enough interest from colleagues, lack of resources, not enough 
time and then cost.

There are further insights into the state of the environment in UK 
offices today online in the Big Green Crowdsourced Guide.  
You can access this wealth of inspiration and ideas online at:  
www.slideshare.net/UKAvery/the-big-green-crowdsourced-guide

uK’s fIRsT CROwDsOuRCeD 
GuIDe TO GReen wORKInG 
LAunCHeD BY GReen  
OffICe weeK

www.greenofficeweek.eu 
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T
he newest addition to the Center 
Parcs family, in Bedfordshire, 
called Woburn Forest is a  
362-acre, £250 million  
development and is being  

protected by the latest MxPro 5 panels  
from Advanced.

Center Parcs Woburn Forest is one of the 
largest leisure developments in the UK and 
houses a Subtropical Swimming Paradise, 
Village square, a 75 bedroom hotel,  
award-winning spa, plaza building and 
watersports lake. The contract for the  
installation was awarded to ADT UK, who 
worked with the lead contractor and the  
Advanced team to plan the fire system for 

the complex. MxPro 5 fire panels were  
chosen for their world-beating quality,  
reliability and flexibility.

Neil Walters, Project Manager at ADT 
Fire and Security said: “The Advanced panels 
were chosen to be installed at Center Parcs 
Woburn Forest as they fitted well with the 
needs of the client. The system is adaptable 
to the challenging undulating forest  
environment, which is physically very large 
and with many diverse areas. Among the 
stand-out features of the Advanced’s system 
is the ease of installation, configuration and 
commissioning. We can set up and manage 
a large system with complicated cause and 
effect easily. Importantly for this site as the 

system grows, it’s very easy to add 
more panels and  
configurations to the  
network”.

MxPro 5 panels can be used in 
single loop, single panel format or 
easily configured into high speed, 
200 panel networks covering huge 
areas and tens of thousands of field 
devices. In total, 2,563 components, 
including detection and loop devices 
from Apollo were installed in the 
system at Woburn Forest, which is 
built around a high speed, network 
of 17 four-loop MxPro 5 panels. An 
iP gateway was installed so that the 
entire network can be monitored 
and controlled remotely via a web 
browser. 

MxPro is the unbeatable multiprotocol 
fire system. Offering real choice and  
flexibility, it includes two panels ranges, the 
EN54-2&4 approved MxPro 4 and  
EN54-2,4&13 approved MxPro 5. It offers 
four protocols, Apollo, Argus, Hochiki and 
Nittan and a completely open installer 
network that benefits from free training 
and technical support. MxPro 5 panels are 
backward compatible with existing MxPro 
4 networks and include a host of features 
including AlarmCalm complete false alarm 
management.

Amanda Hope, UK Business  
Development Manager added: “Our MxPro 
5 panels lead the multiprotocol market 
and offer the performance, reliability and 
flexibility needed by a site such as Center 
Parcs Woburn Forest and we’re delighted to 
have worked with an excellent team on the 
project.”

Advanced is a world leader in the  
development and manufacture of intelligent 
fire systems. Its legendary performance, 
quality and ease-of-use sees its products 
used in prestigious and challenging locations 
all over the world, from single panel  
installations to large multi-site networks. 
Advanced products include complete fire  
detection systems, multiprotocol fire panels, 
extinguishing control and fire paging  
systems. 

More details can be found on the  
website at www.advancedco.com

HuGe LeIsuRe DeVeLOPMenT  
PROTeCTeD BY ADVAnCeD 
Industry-leading intelligent fire systems manufacturer Advanced, has 
been chosen to provide protective panels for a major new Center Parcs 
UK short break Village.

T
raka, the key and asset  
management specialist, has 
helped Coventry University 
improve the implementation of its 
contractor control policy, ensuring 

Health and Safety Standards are met.
With almost 30,000 students, 1,890 staff 

and 110+ service contracting companies 
some requiring 24-hour access to the site, 
Coventry University needed a secure method 
to manage its keys and access cards. Traka 
key cabinets were installed to ensure that 

preauthorised contractors could gain easy 
access to areas of the campus at any time 
of the day or night, without compromising 
security.

Coventry University is able to set up 
individual access rights for each contractor, 
so they can only retrieve keys and access 
cards to areas they are authorised to be in. 
Further to this, when a key or card is taken 
from the cabinet, an email notification can 
be sent to on-site University engineers so 
they are aware of who is on the premises 

with details of their mobile phone number 
when required.

Traka key management creates  
accountability, as the intelligent software 
allows for real-time reporting about who has 
accessed which key, and most importantly 
when it has been returned.

As well as providing secure and flexible 
access for contractors, Coventry University 
has also reported reduced in house  
administration time because of Traka.  
Previously, issuing keys and access cards 
and trying to locate items missing was a very 
time-intensive task. The installation of a key 
management system has resulted in time 
savings of up to 30 minutes a day for 6 or 7 
members of the office.

Nigel Young, Building Services and 
Contracts Manager Coventry University, 

KeY MAnAGeMenT  
IMPROVes COnTRACTOR 
ACCess AT unIVeRsITY
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P
rotecting buildings from the risk 
of fire is never an easy task, and 
educational properties often bring 
their own particular array of  
problems: irregular and high  

ceilings, tricky wiring and large indoor  
spaces – and the potential for rough 
treatment. FFE has specifically designed 
its Fireray optical beam smoke detectors 
to overcome these potential issues, with a 
number of features that make them 
inherently well suited to protecting school 
and university projects.

A single Fireray 5000 reflective beam 
system can reliably protect an area of up to 
1500m2 with wiring at only one point on 
only one wall – compared to more than a 
dozen ceiling mounted point detectors or 
the cost and disruption of ceiling vents for 
an aspirating smoke detection system. As 
each beam unit is quite small, fixtures are 
easy to install and there is also a lot less 
visual impact. Together this all results in safe 
fire protection without causing unnecessary 
damage to a building’s structure, function 
or aesthetics. Protective cage fittings are 
also available to safeguard the devices from 
wayward tennis balls, footballs and other 
hazards to fixtures in school buildings.

Reflective beam technology offers an 
ideal smoke detection system for large 
indoor areas, using a simple but reliable 
mechanism to reliably detect smoke across 
large distances. An optical beam smoke 
detector transmits a beam of invisible 
infrared light across the building space to be 
protected, and a receiver detects and  
measures this light. Smoke interference 
anywhere along the beam path then triggers 

the alarm signal when the pre-set threshold 
is reached. 

In a reflective beam system, the receiver 
and transmitter are in the same unit, with 
a small reflective prism bouncing the beam 
back to its source. This means wiring is only 
required on the one side, with the prism 
simply and easily fixed to the wall opposite. 
Technological innovations such as motorised, 
automatically aligning beam heads and dust 
compensation make the Fireray 5000 easier 
to install and more resistant to faults and 
false alarms than beam detectors have ever 
been before.

In some instances though, there may be 
obstructions along the ceiling which could 
interfere with the beam path, making 
it very difficult to site a transceiver and 
prism without reflections from other things 
reducing the effectiveness of the system. For 
these situations, end-to-end beam systems 
are preferred, as extraneous reflections near 
the beam path do not affect an end-to-end 
optical beam. In an end-to-end system, the 
transmitter and receiver are on opposite 
walls, so any light reflected back at the  
transmitter has no effect, and any smoke 
entering the beam path anywhere along 
its length will still be safely detected by the 
receiver.

The Fireray 3000 is FFE’s latest product 
development, bringing the most advanced 
technology to end-to-end systems.  
Technological improvements include Light 
Cancellation Technology (LCT), a unique 
patented technology that makes the unit 
highly resistant to false alarm from sources 
such as sunlight and fluorescent lighting. The 
housing of the Fireray 3000 is even smaller 

and more discreet than the Fireray 5000 as 
each head only contains one element of the 
system, and it does not require a prismatic 
reflector panel that may be undesired in 
some environments. Because it is an  
end-to-end system, the clear pathway be-
tween the heads does not need to be as wide 
as for a reflective system, and as  
previously explained it will be unaffected by 
stray reflections. 

ABOuT ffe
FFE is a global design and  

manufacturing business, dedicated to  
supplying specialist detection products to the 
fire industry. Headquartered in the UK with 
offices in the USA, Dubai, India and China, 
the company’s two leading brands are the 
Fireray optical beam smoke detector, with 
over half a million units installed worldwide, 
and the Talentum flame detector, one of 
the world’s most respected flame detector 
brands. FFE also leads the global market in 
providing fire extinguishers for aviation use 
and produces a range of vibration switches 
for industrial applications. FFE is a Halma 
Company. 

sPeCIALIseD fIRe DeTeCTIOn fOR  
eDuCATIOnAL BuILDInGs –  
OPTICAL BeAM sMOKe DeTeCTORs

www.ffeuk.com sales@ffeuk.com

said: “Before we had the cabinets we had 
key presses along the wall housing keys and 
cards that staff members in the office could 
access. But the whole system was extremely 
difficult to manage. 

“The Traka key cabinets mean that we 
do not need a member of staff in the office 
at different times of the day and night to give 
contractors access to the building, freeing up 
more time.”

“With Traka we have been able to  
improve Health and Safety and security, 
whilst also encouraging a culture of  
professionalism among our team and  
contractors.”

Coventry University first installed two 
large L-Series cabinets outside the ground 
floor offices of its Alma building. Because 
of the success, they then added a third 
cabinet in the Alma building and invested in 

a further two cabinets for the second floor 
to manage the Design & Projects Contractor 
activity via the access control team.

The 300-key 
L-Series is configured 
to authorise a certain 
number of keys and 
access cards via  
various security 
groups at any one 
time. It also sends 
out email alerts 
which record who 
has taken certain 
keys and access 
cards and when they 
have returned them.  
Return curfews 
broken also send 
automated emails 

to companies advising of the breech which 
can lead to persons being refused continued 
working on the University sites.



Are you responsible for 
reducing your organisation’s
energy consumption?

In Partnership with:

EMEX is FREE to attend
Register now at www.emexlondon.com

Institute of Public Sector Estates Management

IPSEM

EMEX is THE event that focuses on educating all 
those who work and are responsible for managing 
energy on how they can reduce its consumption. 

Whether you work as an energy manager, facilities 
manager or are in procurement, EMEX brings 
together over 100 LEADING SUPPLIERS and more 
than 70 FREE TARGETED SEMINARS that will help 
you control energy costs.

The 2015 Public Sector Sustainability Awards will be presented by Lord 
Redesdale and guests at a ceremony at EMEX.

Lord Redesdale, CEO, EMA


